
ES-301 Simulator Scenario Quality Checklist Form ES-30I-4

l,

Facility: LaSalle Scenario Numbers: 7 Operating Test Number:Date of Exam: 10/'17116

lnitials

c#a b.
OUALITATIVE ATTRIBUTES

lill- Oo,I'l*\
The in¡tial conditions are realistic, ¡n that some equ¡pment and/or instrumentat¡on may be out of
service, but it does not cue the operators ¡nto expected events.

AÉ t.nThe scenarios consist mostly of related events.2.

î\fil/ /ß O*

a
Each event descr¡ption consists of
r the point in the scenario when it ¡s to be initiated
r the malfunction(s) or conditions that are entered to ¡nitiate the event

r the symptoms/cues that will be visible to the crew
r the expected operator act¡ons (by shift position)

o the event term¡nation point (if applicable)

3.

Fl\ll- 4ß ø ,^,4. The events are valid w¡th regard to physics and thermodynamics.

\Y!L 'tß)

a

4*Sequencing and timing of events is reasonable, and allows the examination team to obtain
complete evaluat¡on results commensurate with the scenario objectives.

5.

\f¿ htt q*
lf time compress¡on techniques are used, the scenario summary clearly so indicates.
Operators ñave sufficient time to carry out expected activities without undue t¡me constra¡nts.
Cues are given.

6.

\lìÈ, n 0-) 9ctThe simulator modeling is not altered.7

Îflù /ßô

@

Aø
The scenarios have been valldated. Pursuant to 10CFR55.46(d), any open s¡mulator
performance deficiencies or deviations from the referenced plant have been evaluated
to ensure that functional fidellty is maintained while running the planned scenarios.

8.

F'tlL/ Lttt 4o'
Every operator will be evaluated using at least one new or significantly modified scenario.
All oiher scenarios have been altered in accordance with Section D.5 of ES-301.

9.

$st o.tÍ A.^
All individual operator competencies can be evaluated, as verified using Form ES-301-6
(submit the form along with the simulator scenarios).

10.

F$L &ø Øa
The scenario set provides the opportun¡ty for each applicant to be evaluated in each of the
applicable rating iactors. (Competency Fiating factors as described on forms ES-303-1 and ES-
303-3)

11

s{ìL çD
o

çl*Each applicant will be significantly involved in the minimum number of transients and events
specified on Form ES-301-5 (submit the form with the simulator scenarios).

12

lf,ìt /rll 9;13. The level of difficulty is appropriate to support licensing decisions for each crew posltion.

Actual AttributesTarget Quant¡tat¡ve Attributes (Per Scenario; See Section D.5'd)

AAJ' A.-1 \q¡,Malfunctions after EOP entry (1-2)1

ñÂ¡l 1Å, br4Abnormal events (2-4)2.

FfiI '"t) þ23. Major transients (1-2)

ù$L ø4 (tt -..24. EOPs entered/requiring substantive actions (1-2)

ùçrt A' 7t^15. EOP contingencies requiring substantive actions (0-2)

A. ^-.2 sv¡ 'ø)6. Cr¡tical tasks (2-3)

NOTE: . The facility s¡gnature is not applicable for NRo-developed tests.

# lndependent NRC reviewer initial ¡tems in Column "c", chief examiner
concurrence required.
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.rin1 t e n<

Facility: LaSalle Scenario Numbers: 1 l2l3 Opeøling Ïest Number: 2016301Date of Exam: 10/17116

lnitials

b. c#a
QUALITATIVE ATTRIBUTES

/lil øT\t¡À-
The ¡nit¡al conditions are realistic, in that some equipment and/or instrumentation may be out of
service, but it does not cue the operators ¡nto expected events.

'\u¡- /tt, (ÞThe scenarios consist mostly of related events.2.

Drf.L
ü, kå

Each event descr¡ption consists of
r the po¡nt ¡n the scenario when it is to be initiated
o the malfunction(s) or conditions that are entered to initiate the event
o the symptoms/cues that will be visible to the crew
o the expected operator actions (by shift position)
r the evênt terminat¡on point (if applicable)

3.

ìï¡t a. I/øThe events are valid with regard to phys¡cs and thermodynamics.4.

ltìlt-, lttb 0, I
Sequencing and t¡ming of events is reasonable, and allows the exam¡nation team to obtain
complete evaluation results commensurate with the scenario objectives.

5

il^" ttif ç.t
lf time compression techniques are used, the scenario summary clearly so indicates.
Operators have sufficient time to carry out expected act¡v¡ties w¡thout undue time constraints.
Cues are given.

6.

Ì,$A //t, lþtThe simulator modeling is not altered7

un UAò r
o
{

The scenarios have been validated. Pursuant to 10CFR55.46(d), any open simulator
performance deficiencies or deviations from the referenced plant have been evaluated
to ensure that functional fidel¡ty is maintained while running the planned scenarios.

8.

\rË dr, ø¡
Every operator will be evaluated us¡ng at least one new or significantly modified scenario.
All other scenarios have been altered in accordance w¡th Section D.5 of ES-301 .

L

w tlf, r {
All individual operator competencies can be evaluated, as verif ied using Form ES-301-6
(submit the form along with the simulator scenarios).

10

úl¡¡ v//Jh

The scenario set provides the opportunity for each applicant to be evaluated in each of the
applicable rating factors. (Competency Rating factors as described on forms ES-303-1 and ES-
303-3)

11

ìfr., Alþ 0
o
II

Each applicant will be significantly involved in the minimum number of transients and events
specified on Form ES-301-5 (submit the form with the simulator scenarios).

12.

\ì^ ut) a13. The level of difficulty is appropr¡ate to support licensing decisions for each crew position.

Actual AttributesTarget Quantitat¡ve Attr¡butes (Per Scenario; See Sect¡on D.5.d)

.arr, o¡11111Malfunctions after EOP entry (1-2)1

41314 l$L 4l¿ a{2. Abnormal events (2-4)

2t112 \lu- ,4j/ '0. I3. Major transients (1-2)

ril, t/b 'a¡4. EOPs entered/requiring substant¡ve actions (1-2) 2/112
ì(I'À 'ttlb 'ot Å5. EOP contingencies requiring substantive actions (0-2) 1t112
FflA 4t, n-I2t3/3Critical tasks (2-3)6.

/NOTË: . The facility signature is not applicable for NRC-developed tests.

# lndependent NRC reviewer init¡al ¡tems in Column "c", chief examiner
concurrence required.

@w;tt bø ø-etole)
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ES-301 Simulator Scenario Qualitv Checklist Form ES-301-4

Facility: LaSalle Dâte of Exam: 10117116 Scenario Numbers: 41516 Operating Test Number: 2016301

lnit¡als

a b. c#
QUALITATIVE ATTRIBUTES

Nù4¿-, ttlú O a¿
The init¡al conditions are realistic, in that some equipment and/or instrumentation may be out of
service, but it does not cue the operators into expected events.

l\.rr ,TAT) a--The scenarios consist mostly of related events.2.

lfr'
4t A*

Each event description consists of
o the point ¡n the scenario when ¡t is to be init¡ated
o the malfunction(s) or conditions that are entered to initiate the event
r the symptoms/cues that w¡ll be visible to the crew
o the expected operator actions (by shift position)
o the event termination po¡nt (if applicable)

3.

\\Ûh tlß 7

11. *4. The events are valid with regard to physics and thermodynamics.

ìfl-
,NSequencing and tim¡ng of events is reasonable, and allows the examination team to obtain

complete evaluation results commensurate with the scenario objectives.
5.

ltß rl ot

/

lfr
lf time compression techniques are used, the scenario summary clearly so indicates.
Operators have sufficient time to carry out expected activities without undue time constraints.
Cues are given.

6.

l'$tP 'ßÍ (V ottThe s¡mulator modeling is not altered.7

$' /ø

'(Ð

td,
The scenarios have been validated. Pursuant to 10CFR55.46(d), any open simulator
performance deficiencies or deviations from the referenced plant have been evaluated
to ensure that functional fidelity is maintained while running the planned scenarios.

8.

tfp /ßh ù ítl
Every operator will be evaluated using at least one new or significantly modified scenar¡o.
All other scenarios have been altered in accordance w¡th Section D.5 of ES-301.

o

U'L qtl)
/
ùøÚ

All individual operator competencies can be êvaluated, as ver¡f ied using Form ES-301-6
(submit the form along with the simulator scenarios).

10.

sr" û ù o/Ùr

The scenario set provides the opportunity for each applicant to be evaluated in each of the
applicable rating factors. (Competency Rating factors as described on forms ES-303-1 and ES-
303-3)

11

,&Ì1 lb rt
avEach applicant will be significantly involved in the minimum number of transients and events

specified on Form ES-301-5 (subm¡t the form with the simulator scenarios).
12.

Nî¡, //Í '(1nr-13. The level of difficulty is appropriate to support licensing decisions for each crew posit¡on

Actual AttributesTarget Quantitat¡ve Attributes (Per Scenario; See Section D.5.d)

ù0^21112 .il^r) ll, t*Malfunctions after EOP entry (1-2)1

t.ÑI /4t O 'rs2. Abnormal events (2-4) 41414

ilÌ,^ itth O r*l2t1123. Major trans¡ents (1-2)

zß At*21213 lf|"4. EOPs entered/requiring substant¡ve actions (1-2)

tA) Or*
ao/ol1 l{\r5. EOP contingencies requiring substantive actions (0-2)

\(b2/212 'g'8 '(rrn6. Critical tasks (2-3)

NOTE: . The facility s¡gnature is not applicable for NRO-developed tests.

# lndependent NRC reviewer initial items in Column "c", chief examiner
concurrence required.
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